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Case Study

SUPPORTING EXECUTIVE REPORTING
AND OPEN GOVERNANCE AT

Old Mutual is a FTSE100 insurance
company based in London
Supporting operations in 38 countries and
employing 57,000 people requires an extensive
professional governance platform.
Milestones must be set, met and measured,
incorporating compliance and risk assessments
in line with strict FSA guidelines.

“Execview is really simple to
use, so it’s easy to teach to
people. It is also easy and quick
to customise, which is not
the case with other products
we’ve used, which might cost
thousands and take months just
to amend a couple of ﬁelds.”

Ken Fensom

www.execview.com

The Challenge

Ken Fensom is in charge of
the Group Programme Ofﬁce
based in London, which
manages programmes that
impact business units across
the world, including Sweden,
America, the UK and South
Africa. The driver for programmes
can often be regulatory, as the
company responds and creates
new operating model ahead of
tightening banking and other
ﬁnancial regulations such as
Solvency II in 2012.
The project management
challenges Old Mutual face are
created by a combination of scale,
geography and complexity. “Each
programme may have up to 10
separate work streams and up to
50 individual projects to manage.

The Solution

For a leading organisation of such
a size, Old Mutual needed a system
which was able to set, track and
measure KPIs effectively. Execview
is an Open Governance
Platform which allowed
Old Mutual to store
organisation-wide data
that can be entered by
all, and accessed by
executives. Because it is
cloud-based Execview
can be accessed by
users at any time, from
any location. No software
to download, simply log
in online and begin. This
was useful at Old Mutual
due to the organisation’s
worldwide operations.
This data is displayed in
visual scorecard reports,
encouraging informed
governance decisions in
board meetings. Complex,
reliable data can be
interpreted at a glance,
with the option of drilling
down into desired areas

They impact different country
business units, so the difﬁculties
include not only ﬁtting projects into
work streams but pulling together
the work of the countries that are
responsible for part of the delivery
along with the Group Head Ofﬁce
team in London.”
The scale and scope of the
Programme Ofﬁce’s work means
that there are a large number of
senior stakeholders. Ken continues
“The number of stakeholders
involved in our projects is between
50- 100 of the most senior people
within the business. Our programme
focus area is related to governance
and regulatory issues, meaning that
many people across the company
share accountability.”
for more detail if necessary. Reams
of print-outs and spreadsheets
saved in numerous locations simply
don’t offer value in business today
as if it often difﬁcult to distinguish
the true latest copy.

Ken says “Although Clarity is
used for many things such as time
recording and budgeting across the
company, the Programme Ofﬁces at
the centre of the organisation and
a standard tool to keep an eye on
everything all the time just did not
work. From a group point of view
we have to organise things, operate
in a cooperative way, set objectives
and manage work but to try to
standardise the delivery process
would cause more problems than
it solved. What we wanted was
to understand more from the
reporting point of view, establish a
common parlance, report properly to
stakeholders and lead the agenda –
that is, have information much more
available.”

The Results
Progress is reported across eight
key drivers which include team
matters, delivery performance,
stakeholders and third-party
management. The reports form
a context for group-level and
steering committee conversation,
and highlight risks or issues
to be raised to different levels.
Execview is also used within
many of the larger business units
where programme leads often use
it for their own internal reporting
processes and to communicate
with their own steering committee,
as well as integrating with the
Programme Ofﬁce’s reporting
cycle.
Ken Fensom has become a
strong supporter of Execview and
explains “I had not used or seen
Execview originally, but it was
recommended by a colleague and
later saw it in use at two reference
sites (ITV and Hays). When you
see how it is used, hear someone
talk about it and see how it can be
adapted you realise that it is really
ﬂexible. What it does, it does well,
and giving you information you can
really do things with.”

ExecView



Summary
Since initiating use in Old
Mutual, Ken has found a number
of strengths in the product.
“Execview is really simple to use,
so it’s easy to teach to people. It is
also easy and quick to customise,
which is not the case with other
products we’ve used, which might
cost thousands and take months
just to amend a couple of ﬁelds.
Above all, it is about cost. With
other products you have to worry
about every new person you
add on, simply because it costs
money, which defeats the whole
object. With Execview we have
a simple per-project payment
model, and it doesn’t matter how
many people use it.” As Execview
continues to evolve, Ken already
sees areas where he would like to
extend use of the tool, in particular
within business unit teams. “At the
moment they are using Execview
to record and highlight risks and
issues, but could be using it as a
communication tool within their
teams.” At present, however,
he is more than satisﬁed that
it provides a level of reporting
which many systems cannot, for
providing a valuable way into
productive discussions with the
stakeholder base and highlighting
achievements and issues to
senior management. In his ﬁnal
words: “When it can do this, it
stops being an overhead and
starts being a management tool”.

“We were
immediately
impressed by the
clear reporting
and overall value
Execview oﬀers”

Adrian Thornycroft,
Programme Director.
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portfolios, programmes, projects,
service delivery and operational
services.

Get in Touch...
GIVING ESSEX COUNTY COUNCIL THE POWER TO PERFORM
“What we wanted was
to understand more from
the reporting point of
view, establish a common
parlance, report properly
to stakeholders and lead
the agenda - that is have
information much more
available...”

If you
would
like toradically
improve or
Essex County
Council
delivers
a governance
structure
enhancedestablish
decision-making,
with major
savings and
efficiencies
within
your organisation,
why not start a conversation?

Ken Fensom

A LITTLE MORE ABOUT EXECVIEW

Founded in 2003, Execview brings together a skilled and experienced
team of experts able to work at the highest levels of the organisation, from
When, in 2009, the
Information
department
of
Board
DirectorsServices
to teams (IS)
throughout
the business.
Working in synergy
with the
Execview
Open Governance
Essex County Council
wanted
to radically
improve itsPlatform,
decision-we tailor a service that will
work on
for an
your
individualproject
organisation.
making, it embarked
ambitious
with Execview.

That project wasThe
to bring
together
data an
from
multiple
Execview
platform,
Open
Governance Platform (OGP), allows
disparate IT systems
as thetofoundation
for a completely
new governance decisions.
executives
be self-sufficient
in making good
Taking
strategic
outcomes
from
ideas
through
and more efficient way of assessing and reporting IS service to execution and operations
- overseeing the full business lifecycle - continually evaluating and flagging
delivery performance to Council stakeholders.
risks and compliances along the way.

Quick to set up and cloud-based, the platform is ready to go when you
are. The advantage of being cloud-based is that there is no need to
change any of your existing IT systems, simply log in online and begin.
Large-scale organisational changes and day-to-day operational activities
are logged and displayed via ‘meeting friendly’ and easy-to-read reports
and scorecards, mixing graphical data with expert commentary and
evaluations.

“We set our sights on achieving best practice reporting
while helping deliver savings and efficiencies. Execview
proved to us that it was up to the task, gaining the highest
score in our tender exercise. The Execview team soon
www.execview.com
If you they
would like
to be making better business decisions and saving
delivered
the reporting benefits
promised.”
info@execview.com
+44 (0) 207 754 3737

millions of pounds within your organisation, why not get in touch today?

David Wilde, CIO, Essex County Council

Execview Ltd
31 Southampton Row
London
www.execview.com
WC1B 5HJ
UK
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